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to begin entering codes, insert the tpm key and, if you are using a usb key or smartcard, the pin code. check the unlock option on the tpm's screen. if successful, a message will appear on your computer screen, as well as your v's operating system, informing you that the device has been unlocked. if you are using the tpm and pin, then you can choose to either
enter a new pin code, or re-enter the pin you used on your first attempt to boot. if you choose the latter, you may need to enter a new pin code again. check the unlock option on the tpm's screen. if successful, a message will appear on your computer screen, as well as your v's operating system, informing you that the device has been unlocked. once youre

done, you can clear the sequence(s) of the code. you can do this by pressing the right arrow key on the keyboard. to make the appropriate sequences appear on the screen, press the left arrow key. the caesar cipher, named after roman emperor julius caesar is one of the earliest and most widely known ciphers. it is a simple form of a substitution cipher where
you replace each letter of the alphabet with another letter by shifting the whole alphabet a certain number of letters (wrapping around to the beginning once you reach the end). for example, this would be your key and code if you shift each letter by one space: what is the difference between bitlocker versions 1 and 2? bitlocker version 1 (bitlocker_1) requires

a pin code to unlock the volume and decrypt the data. you also have the option to require a pin code to decrypt the volume, which is an excellent security option for protecting your files in the event that your computer gets stolen. bitlocker version 2 (bitlocker_2) allows you to use a pin code or a usb key/smart card to boot into the volume.
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